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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS 

5.1 Conclusion 

 This study uses the theory of error analysis to obtain the 

data and to analyze the students’ error in the use of simple past tense 

in a recount text. This study is categorized as a qualitative 

descriptive study because in this study the writer tries to identify, 

analyze and describe the results and discuss them. 

 The results of the study show that the total errors made by 

the students were 458 errors. The most frequent error that the 

student made is the misformation errors. There were 249 

misformation errors with the percentage of 54.37% which consists 

of 247 (99, 20%) errors of misformation due to alternating-forms, 

and 2(0, 80%) errors due to archi-forms. The second is omission 

errors. There were 162 errors of omission with a percentage of 

35.37% which consist of 99 (61, 11%) omission errors of –d or –ed, 

28 (17,28%) omission errors of verbs, and there are 35 (21,60%) 

omission errors of be. The least frequent is addition errors. There 

were 47 errors of addition with the percentage of 10.26% which 

consists of 4 (8,51%) in the sub-type of regularization, 19 (40,43%) 

in the sub-type of present-be, 5 (10,69%) in the subtype of past-be, 

19(40,43%) addition errors are in the sub-type of double marking. 
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 From the result of the study, it can be seen that the students 

have some difficulties and lack knowledge of using the correct form 

of Simple Past Tense rules, especially the regular and irregular 

forms of the verbs. The errors can be caused by the interference of 

Bahasa Indonesia (L1), Ignorance of rules restriction, 

overgeneralization, incomplete application of rules or false concepts 

hypothesized. 

 In general, the interference of mother language or mother 

tongue, the Indonesian language, has a strong influence for the 

students in the process of learning and mastering the target language 

that they have learned. Based on the result of the data, the writer 

found some students` difficulties in studying the target language. 

Therefore, the writer summaries as follows: 

 

1. The biggest problem for the students in studying simple 

past tense is inability to use correct grammar. In Bahasa 

indonesia there is no tense whereas in English there are 

tenses. In this case, it becomes a problem because the 

students used infinitive forms for all past tense verb forms. 

 

2. Students have difficulty in distinguishing between regular 

and irregular verbs. The applied the rule to change the 

regular verbs from simple to form past verbs by adding –d 

or –ed to all verbs. However there are some exceptions to 

be memorized in the case of irregular verbs, for example: 
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‘go’ in the simple form is changed into ‘went’ in the 

simple past. In this case, it seems that the students have 

difficulty in memorizing all of those exceptions, so the 

students probably added ‘-d’ or ‘ed’ to all verbs, both 

regular and irregular verbs.  

3.  Many students committed errors in the use of past `be`. 

The errors that appeared were probably caused by the 

students` lack of understanding about the use of past `be` 

in the Simple Past Tense. The students might think that 

past `be` (was / were) had to appear with other past verb 

forms in the Simple Past Tense. 

 

5.2 Suggestions 

5.2.1 Suggestion for Teachers 

1. The major objective of the language teaching 

should be for the teachers to teach students the 

basic pattern of grammar for the students. The 

teacher should give them the clear and deep 

explanation about the tense and the rules of the 

tense, especially on the use of the simple past 

tense referring to regular and irregular verbs and 

the rules of changing the base of the verbs.  
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2. The teacher should also give the students a 

formative test in order to know whether the 

students have comprehended the materials taught 

or not and to force the students to memorize the 

rules of simple past tense sentences and the past 

verbs forms - i.e. regular and irregular past verbs. 

3. The great success of the target language teaching 

is getting students to deal with their habits or to 

minimize them in committing errors as the 

influence of their mother tongue. It should be 

better to give them more exercises in using the 

simple past tense both in spoken and written 

language.  

4. The teachers need to think about feedback and the 

content feedback to respect the students’ errors, so 

the teachers could know how students really 

enjoyed and understood the teaching process.  

5.2.2 Suggestions for further research 

1. This research can be better if the researcher uses some 

effective strategies to teach the simple past tense to 

students both in spoken and written language. Such 

strategies might be using video or fun game in teaching 

simple past tense. 
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2. The research should make the list of irregular and 

regular verbs creatively so that the students can 

memorize them easily. 

 

 Hopefully, these suggestions can be applied by the English 

teachers in teaching simple past tense and students. However, the 

writer realizes that her suggestions are still imperfect. Since this 

study is a case study, the writer does not intend to generalize her 

findings to the students of all Junior High School in Indonesia. 
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